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The Berenstain Bears Say Their Prayers Berenstain
Bears Living Lights
The cherished Bear family is coming to a new generation of toddler and preschool
readers! Stan and Jan Berenstain introduced the first Berenstain Bear books in 1962
and the Bear family celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2012! Here the charming and
lovable Bear family is once again introducing children to the typical issues and
questions that they face every day. In The Berenstain Bears' Sleepy Time Book, little
readers are introduced to a comforting nighttime routine. Brother, Sister, and Honey
straighten up, take a bath, brush their teeth, read a bedtime story, and say their prayers
before bidding their parents good night. The shorter story length and well-loved
characters provide toddlers a perfect introduction to valuable life lessons and routines.
Ages 2 to 5.
The bears in Bear Country grow concerned about how pollution and waste of natural
resources are damaging the world around them, so they form The Earthsavers Club.
Original.
As Valentine's Day approaches, Sister hopes for more attention from one boy and less
from another.
Sister Bear interviews her grandmother for a school assignment, Gran decides to enter
her old vaudeville act in the school talent show, and Gramps moves into the gardening
shed.
Brother Bear and Sister Bear speculate on all the things they could grow up to be.
When Brother Bear's teacher is away, all of the cubs in class decide that it's more fun to
spend the day playing pranks on the substitute teacher than doing work! But when the
pranks get to be more and more troublesome, Brother finds himself in a sticky situation.
Will Brother be able to stop the big prank and save the substitute before it's too late?
An owl in the tree, an alligator in the swamp, a rabbit making trouble in a cabbage patch
... what other animal friends can be found in this charming board book? Join the
beloved Berenstain Bear family, as Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear take
a delightful nature walk through Bear Country!
Young readers will learn the importance of praying in this addition to the Living Lights™
series of Berenstain Bears books. Children will understand how to recognize God’s
blessings and how to create a daily habit of prayer. The Berenstain Bears Say Their
Prayers—part of the popular Zonderkidz Living Lights™ series of books—is perfect for:
Early readers, ages 4-8 Reading out loud at bedtime to encourage and reinforce night
routines Creating quality conversations about prayer and thankfulness The Berenstain
Bears Say Their Prayers: Features the hand-drawn artwork of the Berenstain family
Continues in the much-loved footsteps of Stan and Jan Berenstain with the Berenstain
Bears series of books Is part of one of the bestselling children’s book series ever
created, with more than 250 books published and nearly 300 million copies sold to date
The Berenstain Bears 5-Minute Read-Along Stories is the perfect companion for young
readers at bedtime or anytime. With classic stories from the Berenstain Bears Living Lights
series, join the Bear family and all their friends in Bear Country as they learn how to be good
friends, how to play fairly, where to find courage, and much more. This oversize padded
storybook is sure to become a lap time favorite for Berenstain fans, both young and old, as
they read these stories in 5 minutes. Stories included are: The Berenstain Bears and the
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Forgiving Tree, The Berenstain Bears God Loves You, The Berenstain Bears Say Their
Prayers, The Berenstain Bears Love Their Neighbors, The Berenstain Bears’ Faithful Friends,
The Berenstain Bears’ Biggest Brag, The Berenstain Bears and the Gift of Courage, The
Berenstain Bears Blessed are the Peacemakers, The Berenstain Bears Get Involved, The
Berenstain Bears’ Gossip Gang, The Berenstain Bears God Bless Our Home, and The
Berenstain Bears Here’s the Church, Here’s the Steeple.
The cherished Bear family is coming to a new generation of toddler and preschool readers!
Stan and Jan Berenstain introduced the first Berenstain Bear books in 1962 and the Bear
family celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2012! Here the charming and lovable Bear family is
once again introducing children to the typical issues and questions that they face every day. In
The Berenstain Bears' Please & Thank You Book, little readers are introduced to the
importance of manners, through gentle reminders given to Brother, Sister, and Honey as they
await their milk and cookies. The shorter story length and well-loved characters provide
toddlers a perfect introduction to valuable life lessons and routines. Ages 2 to 5.
The Berenstain Bears Say Their PrayersZonderkidz
Five favorite Berenstain Bears titles are compiled in a treasury that includes The Berenstain
Bears' New Baby, The Berenstain Bears Go to the Doctor, and The Berenstain Bears and the
Messy Room.
Introduces the seasons, weather, animals, plants, the earth, machines, matter, energy, and
related topics.
This five-book collection of the highly popular Living Lights? Berenstain Bears® stories
provides children with an ideal gift they will enjoy for years to come. The biblical values,
morals, and life lessons are invaluable for children throughout every stage of their lives.
Includes 5 stories: The Berenstain Bears: Kindness Counts; The Berenstain Bears Go to
Sunday School; The Berenstain Bears and the Golden Rule; The Berenstain Bears: God Loves
You; and The Berenstain Bears Say Their Prayers.
Small Bear outgrows the bed his father made him when he was a baby--and none too soon.
Features classic Berenstain Bears stories and endearing artwork.

For the first time, 10 beloved Berenstain Bear Living Lights(TM) books are together in
one collection! Join Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear as they learn about
the Golden Rule, the importance of kindness and forgiveness, how to say their prayers,
and much more. Includes 10 favorite stories from the Living Lights(TM) brand.
Brother Bear has a crush on an attractive older girl at school, but his friends are
suspicious when she comes after him in an aggressive manner.
With the help of Sister's ballet teacher, Brother Bear conquers his fear of dancing and
can ask his favorite girl cub to the school dance.
When Brother Bear falls in love with Bonnie Brown, an old family feud threatens to spoil
their romance. Simultaneous.
The Bear family adopts a curious baby chipmunk. Brown Eyes explores Papa's desk,
Mama's sewing basket, and Papa's pant leg –– all the way up to the knee! Ages 4 – 8
When Ferdy and Actual Factual's ant-breeding project gets out of control and the ants
start multiplying faster than anyone had ever expected, the whole town is jeopardized
as the little creatures simply start taking over.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Berenstain Bears - Get in a Fight
An engaging lesson from the iconic Bear family on the importance of knowing when to
apologize and when to forgive.

Papa Bear and his family watch as the little red car competes in a race against
the big orange, yellow, green, and blue cars.
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Something’s up with Brother Bear. He’s talking tough, he’s walking tough, and
he has a new hobby: shooting hoops with Too-Tall and his trouble-making team.
And basketball isn’t the only new pastime Brother takes up when he falls in the
wrong crowd. Will Brother realize who his true friends are before it’s too late?
The Berenstain Bears and the Rowdy Crowd is an engaging early reader chapter
book that features black and white illustrations alongside entertaining text and
relatable characters. As read-alone or read-aloud, it helps kids connect plot to
chapter structure and will have teachers and librarians asking for more. And as
part of the beloved Living Lights series, it’s the perfect segue for emerging
readers and fans of the brand. When kids graduate from picture books to chapter
books, it's a great moment. Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey will
captivate readers age 6-10 who are ready to take the next step in their reading
comprehension.
A rich new cub named Queenie McBear teases Sister Bear and steals her
Double-Dutch partners away before the big tournament.
After Brother Bear meets the new girl in town, he can't help but feel like he's
walking on sunshine. The only problem is, the new girl is from a rival clan. Can
Brother Bear and his crush end the feud and be together? Or is a clash in the
cards?
Even though they are not into rad fashions, Brother Bear and Sister Bear join the
other cubs' protest when Mr. Grizzmeyer enforces a strict dress code at Bear
Country School.
As the sun goes down and the sky gets dark, Brother and Sister Bear get ready
for bed.
The Berenstain Bear cubs are anxiously awaiting all the candy and Easter eggs
that Easter will bring, but Mama Bear and Mother Nature show them the true
wonder of the season.
Mama Bear starts a campaign to convince her family that they are eating too
much junk food.
When recent acts of shoplifting at the mall make store owners suspicious of the
bear cubs who hang out there, the cubs decide to find out who the real shoplifters
are.
The squabbling in the Bear household between parents and cubs subsides after
Mama and Papa Bear and Brother and Sister Bear perform humorous roleplaying skits.
Mr. Dweebish, the new teacher at the Bear Country School, tries to explain to the
class bully how democracy works.
Something strange is afoot at the museum, and the cubs are out to solve the
mystery! With the help of Professor Actual Factual, the Bears must find the culprit
who planted fake fossils at the museum and recover the missing bones! But with
Dr. Zoltan Bearish hot on their trail, the cubs may be in for more of an adventure
than they bargained for.
Members of the Bear family try to solve their problems without playing the blame
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game of arguing over who is responsible for every disaster.
Finding the perfect Christmas tree is very important for Papa Bear and the cubs.
But while hunting for that one special tree, the family meets up with other animals
that live in them. Papa, Brother, and Sister realize that the trees are perfect
homes for the animals and show kindness and love for their fellow Bear Country
friends by not cutting them down. The animals from the forest work together to
thank the Bear Family in a wonderful and unique way.
The Bear family spends a lot of time squabbling until Gran reminds them that
good manners make a difference.
This five-book collection of the highly popular Living LightsTM Berenstain Bears®
stories provides children with an ideal gift they will enjoy for years to come. The
biblical values, morals, and life lessons are invaluable for children throughout
every stage of their lives.
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